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Codewars sql answers

Understanding BasicsEasy QuestionsMedium QuestionsHard QuestionsAnswersSerse basics are more than just the basic commands, what matters most when answering difficult questions is the order of operations! Make sure you know this by heart. If you have a habit of writing each query row in that order rather than top to bottom I promise you'll be a SQL wizard in no time! FROM : The data table is
wWHERE: filters the table down to the content in which the specified condition is metGROUPBY: data clusters to groupsSELECT: actually pulls dataORDER BY: orders dataLIMIT: places a limit on the number of returnsQuery OrderSELECTFROMWHEREGROUP BYORDER BYLIMITYou may wonder why the code is executed in one order but is written in another. Unfortunately, this is as it was
designed.2. JoinsAlthat almost every SQL query you see in basic interviews will use internal joins — if you need to guess, go for it. Simple questionsJ you have a table called food and it looks like this: Q1. View the entire table. Q2. Display the name (renamed food) and calories from the food regimen. Sort it first by calorie, then by name in alphabetical order. Average Q3 questions. View the name,
carbohydrates and total calories in the Top 5 foods, where carbohydrates account for 25% to 75% of the total calories from fatQ4. You were told that there is another table called restaurants that has a foreign key that connects to a food column called id. Name this column appropriately and join the tables. Tough questionsNow you have a table called salary that looks like this: salaryQ5. Return of the second
highest salary. (Hint - - Use subquery) Q6 (from CodeWars). You came to Celadon Gym to fight Erika for the Rainbow Badge.She will use Grass Pokemon. Every Pokemon fire you have will be strong against the grass, but the types of water will be weakened. The multiplier table in your Pokedex will take care of this. Using the tables below, return the pokemon_name, modifiedStrength, and Pokemon
element, the strength of which, after taking into account these changes, is greater than or equal to 40, ordered from strongest to weakest.pokemon schemaidpokemon_nameelement_idstrmultipliers schemaQ1.SELECT *From foods like f; Q2. CHOOSE f.name as food, f.fatFROM food fORDER BY f.calories DESC, f.name ASC; Q3. SELECT f.name, f.carbs, f.caloriesFROM foods as fWHERE
100*f.carbs/(f.calories+0.001) BETWEEN 25 and 75ORDER BY 100*f.carbs/(f.calories+0.001) DESCLIMIT 5; q4. SELECT f.idFROM foods as fINNER JOIN restaurants as r ON f.id=r.foods_id;This question tests your knowledge of the respective naming schemes, keep in mind that foreign keys should refer to the table for which they are key! in 2. SELECT Max. :) With salaryWhere not in (CHOOSE Max.
remuneration) From salaries); in 6. SELECT pkmn.pokemon_name, pkmn.str*mult.multiplier as modifistrength,mult.elementFROM pokemon as pkmnINNER JOIN jak mnożniki much ON pkm.element_id = much.idWHERE pkm.str*mult.multipler ≥ 40ORDER BY modifiedStrength modifiedStrength Loading this is being tested with PostgreSQL 9.6 – this is a SQL challenge on the CodeWars website. SELECT
job_title, CAST(SUM(salary)/COUNT(salary) AS DECIMAL(10,2)) AS average_salary, COUNT(people_id) AS total_people, CAST(SUM(salary) AS DECIMAL(10,2)) AS total_salary FROM JOB GROUP BY JOB_TITLE ORDER BY AVERAGE_SALARY DESC; average_salary 74.4506 --&gt; should be 74.45 total_salary 372.253 --&gt; should be 372.25 SQL for beginnersLoad ... Choose a language...
SQLTrain NowStart training in this collection. Every time you you reach or complete a executioner, you will be taken to the next executioner in the series. After going through the items in the collection, you will return to your normal training routine. A description has not yet been added for this collection. Add Description Only (SQL Beginner #1)46462291% of 1.79212.239MaikelNabilCollect Tuition (SQL For
Beginners #4)29292192% of 1.2719.010MaikelNabil WordPress themes are very popular on the market. Good quality themes help your website look professional without spending too much time, effort and cost. Therefore, as a person working with websit Read More Being a mother has always been one of the greatest responsibilities of a woman&amp;#39;s life. Every mom wants to save the best for her
children. When you want to buy articles for kids, their greatest need and c Read more Looking for the best coupons for your laptop? If so, you are in the right place and we will help you in this regard. With coupons, you can save some of your money in your pocket. We read more While the positive girls put on gadgets you will notice on the catwalk can look brilliant on fashion, they will not appear unusual on
any lady. Normally, smart shopping is buying things in a discounted ra Read more How long has passed since changing the workspace? Is there anything that makes you unhappy with this? The following article can help you re-customize your workspace to improve productivity, WordPress themes read more 2 are very popular on the market. Good quality themes help your website look professional without
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float) * CAST(amount as float) sum of SELECT positions (price::float * amount::float) as total of items # cast-SQL標準定的轉換函數 其格式: the expression cast(expression as data_type[(length)]) is the expression 任何效的表達式,可以来量、變量、表達式、欄位等等 data_type強制轉換到的數據類%).. length 指定⽬標數據類⻑的可選整數 默認值30♡ :: is a CAST operation (cast to date type). Even or Odd
Describe - You will get a table, a number, with one column number. Returns a table with a is_even column that contains Even or Odd in from the value of the numeric column. table number table number INT scheme output table is_even STRING Response - select the case when number%2 = 0 then even end Odd as is_even of numbers; numbers; Select (負號問題 case (number % 2 = 1), then Odd when
(number % 2 = -1), then Odd other even end) is_even with numbers Opposite number Describe - Very simple, considering the number, find its opposite. Examples: 1: -1 14: -14 -34 Answer - select - number as res from opposite SELECT -1*O.number AS res FROM opposite O 將position table--別名-要的-be-select-for前 指定table 多個table資料併時来 Century From Year Describe - The first century covers
from year 1 to year inclusive 100, the second - from the year 101 to the year inclusive 200, etc. Task : Given the year, the return of age is in. Input , output examples :: centuryFromYear(1705) returns (18) centuryFromYear(1900) returns (19) centuryFromYear(1601) returns (17) centuryFromYear(2000) returns (20) In SQL, you get a table year with a column remedy for the year. Returns a table with a
column tap. I hope you like it .. Waiting for best practice codes enjoy learning !!! Answer - 1. select the floor((yr+99)/100) as the age of 2 years. (year +99)/100 as age 3. SELECT CEILING(yr/100.00) AS Century FROM years 1. 條件捨去份先100再除100後等於015 ex: 2.5 + 99 = 101.5 101.5 / 100 = 1,015 1,015 捨去後 1-2. 數 所以可以直接除 ex: 2 + 除完仍 99 = 101,101 / 100 = 1 3. 條件進位 , 將int除完float
後會来float ex: 2 / 100,00 = 0.02 0.02條件進位後来 1-1-Is n divisible by x and y? Describe - Create a function that checks whether the number n is divisible by two numbers x and y. All inputs are positive, non-zero digits. Examples: n = 3, x = 1, y = 3 = &gt; true, because 3 is divisible by 1 and 3 n = 12, x = 2, y = 6 = &gt; true, because 12 is divisible by 2 and 6 n = 100, x = 5, y = 3 =&gt; false, because 100 is
not divisible by 3 n = 12, x = 7, y = 5 = &gt; false, because 12 is not divisible by 7 or 5, you will get a executioner table with columns 'n', 'x', and 'y'. Return the id and result in a column named res. Answer - 1. select row_number() over() as id, in case n%x=0 and n%y=0then true else false end res from kata 2. select id , case when n % x = 0 and n % y = 0 then True else false end as res from kata 3. SELECT
id, n % x = 0 I n % y = 0 AS res FROM kata # 1.row_number()搭配 over()可⾃来遞增序列 , 或来在over()內指定條件排序 Keep Hydrated! Describe - Nathan loves cycling. Because Nathan knows it's important to stay hydrated, he drinks 0.5 liters of water per hour of cycling. You get time in hours and you have to return the number of liters that Nathan will drink, rounded to the smallest value. For example:
time = 3 ----&gt; liters = 1 time = 6.7---&gt; liters = 3 time = 11.8--&gt; liters = 5 You need to return 3 columns: id, hours and liters (not liters, that's the difference from the description of the executioner) Answer - SELECT id, hours, floor(hours/ 2) as liters of Cycling Select *, floor (hours / 2) as liters of Cycling Beginner Series #2 Clock Describe - Clock shows 'h' hours, 'm' minutes and 's' seconds after
midnight. Your task is to make the past function, returns the time converted to milliseconds. Example: {h: {h: m: 1, s: 1} =&gt; res: 61000 Input mates: 0 &lt;= h &lt; = 23, 0 &lt; = m &lt; = 59, 0 &lt;= s &lt;= 59 Answer - select (h3600 + m60 + s)*1000 as a res from the past select 1000*extract(epoch with make_time(h, m, s))::int as res from the past # MAKETIME(hour,minute, second) -回從時- -- -參數計算鐘- -
的時- - MAKETIME(12,15,30) '12:15:30' epoch 對於 date 數⽽⾔⾃, 1970-01-01 00:00:00 以來的數(Agnieszka果可能負數 ); 對於 interval 數⽽⾔,它来時来来隔的總⽇數 SELECT EXTRACT(EPOCH with TIMESTAMP '2001-02-16 20:38:40'); Score: 982352320 SELECT EXTRACT(EPOCH from INTERVAL '5 days 3 hours'); Result: 442800 extract 函數從期/時来數裡抽来 域,⽐如来或⽇時等 source 必来個類来
time stamp,time,或- interval 的⽇資料表達式 (類来 date 的資料表達式將轉換,time stamp, The此 函數可以個標識 或-串它指定從源資料抽-的數域-的數回類-----------------, () In other words, try each combination of a,b,c with [+()] and return the maximum number obtained consider the example: With numbers are 1, 2 and 3 , here are some ways to place characters and parentheses: 1 (2 + 3) = 5 1 2 3 = 6 1 + 2 3
= 7 (1 + 2) * 3 = 9 So the maximum value that can be obtained is 9. Notes Numbers are always positive. The numbers are in the range (1 ≤ a, b, c ≤ 10). You can use the same operation more than once. You don't need to place all the characters and brackets. There may be a repetition in numbers. Operands cannot be replaced. For example, an expression (1 + 3) 2 = 8 cannot be obtained in this example.
Input &gt;&gt; output examples: expressionsMatter(1,2,3) ==&gt; returns 9 Explanation: When characters and parentheses are placed, the maximum value obtained from the expression (1+2) 3 = 9. expressionsMatter(1,1,1) ==&gt; returns 3 Explanation: When characters are placed, the maximum value obtained from the expression is 1 + 1 + 1 = 3. expressionsMatter(9,1,1) ==&gt; returns 18 Explanation:
When characters and parentheses are placed, the maximum value obtained from the expression is 9 * (1+1) = 18. Answer - SELECT greatest( a+b+c, (a+b)c, a(b+c), abc) AS res FROM expression_matter; Adults only (SQL for beginners #1) Review - In the application there is an adult-only section. You need to get a list of users' names and ages from the table of users who are 18 years of age or over.
Schema name table users age NOTE: The solution should use pure SQL. Ruby is used in test cases only to validate responses. Answer - choose a name , age from users in which age &gt; = 18 Grasshopper - Messi feature goal Describe - Messi features goals Messi is a player with goals in three leagues: LaLiga Copa del Rey Champions Fill the function to restore his total number of goals in all three
leagues. Note: The input will always be correct. For example: 5, 10, 2 --&gt; 17 you will get a table, goals, columns la_liga_goals, copa_del_rey_goals and Returns a table with a column, res. Answer - select la_liga_goals + copa_del_rey_goals + + as oze from the gates; #Codewars #Codewars
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